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SOME DIFFERENCF.s IN THE COMEDY OF MANNERS PLA?S

FROM SHERIDAN TO MAUGHAM
'.lb8 cOll&dy of manners plays have had only about three periods of

gi-eat popularity because it has certain distinct qualitiea and because
few playwrights seem to have reached these standards.

The dramatist

aa.at portray the high society of hia cont.e•poraries., and the actors
abould be at h0ll9 in that society to give a colJV'incing performance.

In each of these periods and with each author., the plays differ even
though they conform to set standards.

'!he characters •Y have iDditld-

uality but also may be types in which the world of fashion inclines to
reproduce itself.

They reflect the lite., thought., and manners of the

upper class society and remain faithful to its traditions and philoaophy.l
'l'he dialogue is very important

•tor the leisure of this world promotes

the cultivation of verbal aartness., and this smartness., dialogue must
display., even at the expense of naturalnsss".2
part of this brilliant dialogue.

The epigram is often a

In the comedy of manners the playwright

directs the attention to the foibles, coDYentions., and the attitudes of
society with a touch of satire or cynicia.

n1t catches hill red handed

in folly or stupidity., in inconaistency or errors of taste or of judgment,
and the soul is cleanaed by laughter.•3

This type of comedy is intellectual

1.

Newell 'W. Sawyer, Comedy _2! Manners., Philadelphia, 1931, p. J.

2.

~•• p.

4.

3. ~ - , p. 3.

-2-

u4 aboul.d mt moralize or be sentimental.
mted. ia the spirit

of theae play19.

I01ll8

ot intrigue, a

Another characteristic to be

Spanish intl.usnce, which flourished in

These characteristics will be noted and differences

Characterization and dialogue will be considered first in

will. be shoWn.

\his discussion.
'!be three periods in which these plays were popular were the Restora-

Uon playw troa 166o-1707; Richard Brinale;r Sheridan's plays in 1775
1777;

and the 11.0dern writer,, Oscar lfilde and

w.

Someraet Mav.gham.

and

The

lltet.oration plays con,Jidered will be •The Country- 1fita, • b;r lli J J iam
W;rcerley, 1672; •The Man

ot Mode.,• by Sir George Etherage, 1676; •Provoked

Vite,• by Sir John Vanbrugb.1 1697; -Way of the lforld,• by lfiJJiaa CongraTe,

1700;

and •Beau,.·Stratagem,• by George Farquhar,

1707. The second period

play19 to be considered will be •The Riyals• 1775, and "The School for

Scanda1• in 1777., by Sheridan.

'ftie modern seems to tall into two groups:

!he Victorian and the post war.
Importance o:f Being Earnest•,

1907.

'!he Victorian is represented b;r •The

1895., Vilde; and 9 Lad;r Frederick"., b;r Maugham.,

The pest war period is represented by three of Maugham' a play191

•our

Betters•, written in 1915, but not preaented until after the war in 1923;
•The Circle" in 1921; and the •constant Wife• in 1927.

More critics sea

to agree upon these plays as conforming to the standards of co•d.;r of
Mrmers than upon other plays which were written in that style.
Sneral types of characters are found in theaa pla;ra through the
brilliant, witty, and often glittering dialogue which is uaed.
ue

ODe

To be found

or more pairs of witty lovers; •n or women who play character parts;

we 1li.n.or

characters who IU.y have special parts; and sometimes servants who

are important.

The heroes or heroines differ in the periods.

Short scenes

-J1111:L be c:Lnn, or summaries will illuatrate tJ:ie ditterencea.

In t.b.e Restoration comedies there are several famous witty couplesi
Jft]J•wu,;l;..aa:LMirabell 1a the "ll'ay of the llorld8 J Ml-a. Sullen and Archer,
ad DoriDd& and ThoJIU Aimfell in the •Beaw<Stratagea"; and Harriet and

!Ir. Dorillan.t in 9 The Man of Mod.a•.

tho• in. llilde'• play.

'lheae couples seem to be older than

The •n have very definite traits.

They are

•Jlan about Town", admired by the women, who feel that they must make mis-

tresses of all attractive aociety wolll9n, but haTe a strict code or honor
:la auch af.faira.

After their many affairs, they tall in love with WOJl8n

who are virtuous bu.t sophisticated and

aarrr them.

The women who become

lliatresses often are married, and these wo•n talk about their honour and
that no om must know about their affairs.

llhen these men and women urry,

b 7 understand. their society and because they know the dangers, are anxioua

tbat their urriage be successful.

•Y

Betwen Millamant and Mirabell in "'IM

of tile Vorld8 , occurs this CODffrsation about how they shall act aft.er

aarriage.

These few speeches show the brilliance of dialogues, for which

Congreve is faaous.
Millamant1 "Ah., don't be impertinant - ay dear liberty,
shall I leave thee? My faithful solitude, my darling contelilplation, aust I bid thee adieu? Ah-h, adieu - _,. morning
thoughts, agreeable wakings, indolent alUJ1ber1, all ye
douceurs, ye aomeila, du utin, adieu - I can't do't, 'tis
J10re than impossible - Positively, Mirabell, I'll lie abed
in a morning as long as I please.
Mirabelli
please.

Th.en I' 11 get up in a aorning as ear1y as I

AhJ Idle creature, get up when you willAnd d'ye hear, I won't be called names after I'm marriedJ
positively - I won't be called names.

Mi J l amant:

-4Mirabell:

Names?

Ay, as wife, spouse, my dear, joy, jewel,
sveetheart, and the rest of the nausaaus cant, in which
•n and their wives are so fulsomly f&llliliar - I shall
D1Ter bear that - Good MirabeU, don't let us be familiar
or fond nor kiss before folks"4

Mil.launt:

lfirabell was not ao selfish as some of the •n portrayed as lovers, and

Mi]Jeaantwas better than some of the Restoration heroines.
Rather than the unmarried couples of the formar period, or the
IIU'ried couple with the wife seduced by the rake, we do not find illl-

mra1i.t.y or unmorality in Sheridan's plays.
allow•

•The School for Scandal"

a younger wife and older husband trying to make a succe&11ful

aarriage.

The life of the society women with too much leisure is luring

t.dJ' Te&sle into compromising situations. Sir Peter married her because
aha

was a good country girl.who he thought would not become the foolish

aociety wou.n.

The

Wycerlen but Mrs.

same situation is used in the •country Wife", by
Pinchwife and Mr. Pinchvife are fools in that one.

By Sheridan's time the co•on people had become
change in

ideas of morals had taken place.

important, and

a

Sheridan's couple is on

a

more

different moral plane, but the brilliant dialogue ia apparent.
the

One of

little llisunderatamings. between Lady Teazle and Sir Peter is shOW'n

in the scene.
Sir Peter: •And you prophesied right; an:i we shall be the
happiest coupleLady Teazle:

And

never differ again?

4. Entryman•a Library, Restoration Playa, Nev York, 1950, p. 2ll.

-5Sir Peter: No, never! - though you mst watch your temper
nry seriously; for in all our little quarrels, my dear, if
you recollect, fffT love, you always began first.
Lady Teazle1 I beg your pardon, my dear Sir Peter:
you always gave the provocation.
Now see, fffT angel!
isn't the way to keep friends.

Sir Patera

Lady Teazle:

Then don't

)'l»U

indeed,

Take care - contradicting

begin it, my love!

Sir Peter: There, now I you are going on. You don't perceive, my life, that you are just doing the Tery thing which
you know always makes me angry.
Lady Teazle: Nay, you know, if you will be angry without
an;r reason, my dear-

Sir Peter:
Lady Teazle:
pe8Yish-

Sir Peter:

There, now you want to quarrel again.
No, I'm sure I don't:

but, if you will be so

There now 1 who begins first?

Lady Teazlea "lifhy don't you, to be sure.
there's no bearing your temper.

Sir Patera
Lady Teazle:
would be.

Sir Peters
Lady Teazle:

No, no, madam:

I said nothing - but

the fault's in your own temper.

Ay, you are just what my cousin Sophy said you
Your cousin Sophy is a rorw-ard, impertinent gypsy.
You are a great bear, I'm sure, to abuse my

relations.
Sir Peter: Now may all the plagues of marriage be doubled
on•, if eTer I try to be friends with you any- more.
Lady Teazle a

So much the better." 5

Moat of the scenes between this witty couple are based upon their misunderstandings and are just as light as this one.

5.

In "The Rivals",

Ruth M. Stauffer, The Progress of the Drama Through the Centuries,

Sheridan, "The School for Scandil, 11 New York, 1927, ~49.

-6Captain Absolute and Lydia talk together very little; neither does Julia
1;allc

with Faul.kl and often, and when they do, Faulkland is reproaching her

as in this scene.
Julia:

I had not hoped to see you again so soon.

Faulkland: Could I, Julia, be contented with my first
Welcome-restrained as it were by the presence of a third
person?
Julia: o, Faulkland, when your Jdndness can 1l&ke • thus
happy, let me not think that I discovered somethL,g of coldness
in your first salutation.
Faulkland: ''!was but your fancy, Julia, I was rejoiced to
see you - to see you in such good health. Sure I had no
cause for coldness?
Julia:

Nay, then, I see you have tak,n something ill; you

must not conceal from me that it is.•6

In this conversation the tone of the man worrying about his treatment of
the girl does not have the sparkling quality of sane of the conventional
lovers, and though there is sentiment, the author portrays these sentimental
characters in order to laugh at them.
In "The Importance of Being Earnest" there are two pairs of witty lovers
alt.hough they are much younger than those of the Restoration Period and
Sheridan.
gay.

'lbere is no immorality, and the conversations are very light

'Ibis scene of the proposal of Jack to Gwendolyn is about his name.

Gwendolyn thinks that his name is Ernest, but it is really Jack.
Gwendolyn: "The moment Algernon first :mentioned to 118 that
he had a friend called Ernest, I knew I was destined to love
you.

6.

RI.chard Brinsley Sheridan, "The Rivals," Ricardo Quintana ed.,
Eighteenth Century Plays, New York, 1952, p. 441.

and

-7You really love nae, Gwendolyn?

Jact1

Gwendolyn:
Jacks

Passionately!

Darling!

Gwendolyn:

You don't know how happy you've made ma.

My own Ernest!

Jack: But you don't really mean to say that you couldn't
love me if my name wasn't Ernest?
Gwendolyn:
Jacks

But your name

!! Ernest.

else?

Yes, I know it is. But auppoai.ng it was something
Do you mean to say you couldn I t love me then?

Jack:

Ve must get married at once.

There is no time to

be lost.

Gwendolyn:

Married, Mr. ilorthing?

Jack: {Astounded) Well • • • • surely. You know that I
love you, and you led me to believe, Miss Fairfax, that you
were not absolutely indifferent to me.
Gwendolyn: I adore you. But you haven't proposed to me yet.
Nothing has been said at all about marriage. The subject
has not &Ten been touched upon.
Jack:

Well, •YI propose to you now?

Gwendolyn:

I think it would be an admirable opportunity •
Mr. Worthing,
I think it only fair to tell you quite frankly beforehand,
that I am fully determined to accept you."7

.And to spare you any possible disappointment,

'l'bis conversation
the tormer.

888118

more modern and not quite so stilted as some of

There is no deep sentiment or emotion shown between the lovers,

but the girls are lightly sentimental.

Cecily thinks that her friend, Algernon,

is also named Ernest, and this conversation shows the same qu.lities.

7. Oscar Wilde, "The Importance of Being Earnest 11 , Modern America and
British Plays, Marion s. Tucker, New York, 1931, p. 277.
~

-8Cecily:

Here is Ernest •

.Algernon:

My Own Love!

Cecily: A moment, Erne st! May I ask you--are you engaged
to be married to this young lady?
Algernon:

To what young lady1

Good heavens!

Gwendolyn,

Cecily: Yes, to good heavens, Gwendolyn, - I mean to
Gwendolyn. u8

trVilde whetted the appetite of the intellectual playergoer for distinguished
And we find this play was built on the conversation and

conversation.•9
some incident.

The lovers of the four plays of Maugham differ from all of the others.
Cordell states that Maugham has given the "glittering surface" of society.
In "Lady Frederick", which was still in the Victorian era, the characters
were not immoral.

The pair of lovers is nearer middle age.

Lady Frederick

had let young Marquess ot Merston fall in love with her at Monte Carlo.
'!he boy's uncle, Mr. Paradin Foudles, had formerly been in love with Lady
Frederick, but he came now to help stop the affair with his nephew at the
insistence of his sister, the boy's mother.

After Lady Frederick had rather

painlessly cured the boy of his infatuation for her by having him witness
her hairdressing and make-up ritual, she and Paradin, the uncle, come to an
understanding.

In this selection, Maugham's pre-war conversation is shown.

This is more like Wilde than is his later work.

8. ~ - , p. 291.
9.

Sawyer, '!be Comedy of Manners from Sheridan ~ Maugham, p. 158.

-9•Fouldles asked:
Lady Frederick:

You've refused him?
I have.

Fouldles: Then will you tell me why you've been leading us
such a dance'?
Lady Fredericlc: Because you interfered with me, and I allow
no one to do that.
Fouldles:

Hoity-toity

Lady Frederick: You weren't really so foolish as to imagine
I should marry a boy who set me up on a pedestal and vowed
he was unworthy to kiss the hem of my garment?
Fouldles:

:lihy not?

Lady Frederick: My dear Paradine, I don't want to commit
suicide by sheer boredom. There's only one thing in the
world more insufferable than being in love.
Fouldles:

And what is that pray?

Lady Frederick:

Why having someone in love with you.nlO
HiO! lOl llll lOOHOt

Fouldles:

I've suffered from it all m.y life.

Lady Frederick: 'lbink of living up to the ideal Charlie has
of me. My hair would turn a hydrogen yellow in a week. And
then to be so desperately adored as all that. Oh, it's so
dull! I should have to wear a mask all. day long. I could
neTer venture to be natural in case I shocked him. And
notwithstanding all my efforts I should see the illusions
tumbling about his ears one by one till he realized I was
no ethereal goddess, but a very ordinary human woman neither
better nor worse than anybody else. "11
Paradi.ne's reputation is not painted badly, and in this way he differs
from the Restoration hero, who won the good sophisticated woman.

10.

Somerset II. Maugham, Lady Frederick, Chicago, M.D., p. 142.

11. ~ - , p. 142.

Rose

-10-

and Gerald in this play are the younger couple who have to overcome the
opposition or her rather.

She is sweet and innocent, and his greatest

fault is spending too much money and gambling, thus there is no "rake"
in

this play.
In all four of Maugham's plays, the women of the "witty couples"

dominate, which differs from the Restoration plays in which the hero is
more important than the heroine.

In the last three or Maugham's pla:y11,

there is much change a~er the break-down or post war morals.

In all or

the rormer plays, the women whom the heroes married were or society but
did not break the conventions; but these last plays of Maugham are different
in this respect.

The conversation is still the glittering dialogue for

which Maugham is famous.

The characters in these three plays are of high

society, but they are not all English.
The play, "Our Betters" is built upon the wealthy American women who
-.rr., titled English and European men.

leisure but do not love their husbands.

These women have both money and

Cordell has said that "it's

hard merciless wit and its absolute freedom from sentimentality pleased
the new generation who felt themselves cheated by their emotions. 11 12

The play does have a moral which the Restoration playwrights tried to avoid,
and which Wilde and Sheridan did avoid.

The heartless cynical heroine,

Lady Pearl Grayston, has a titled husband, who never appears in the play.
Since Pearl wants more money than is available, she has as a lover, an
American, wealthy, but crude, who wished to be in English society and is

12.

Richard A. Cordell,!• Somerset Maugham, New York, 1937, p. 192.

-11wiJ11ng to pay Pearl's bills for that privilege.

These few selections

llhGif sOll8 of the relationships and a type of post-war conversation.

Pearl:

"You're very late.

Fenwick: I like to come when I stand a chance of finding
you alone, girlie.
Pearl:
it.

I wish you wouldn't call me girlie, Arthur, I do hate

Fenwick: That's how I think of you. Vhen I'm present at one
of your big set outs and watch you like a queen among all
those lords and ambassadors and bigwigs, I just say to myself,
she's my girlie, and I feel warm all over. I'm so proud of
you then. You've got there.•

Pearl has just handed him a bill from her dressmaker.
Fenwick: aGirlie, you promised me you wouldn't run up aey
more bills.
Pearl: That's like promising to love, honour, and obey one's
husband, the kind of undertaking no one is really expected to
carry out.
Fenwick: You naughty little thing ••• This looks more lilce a
five-act play than a bill.
Pearl: Clothes are expensive, aren't they? I wish I could
dress in fig leaves. It would be cheap, and I believe it
would suit me.•13
Maugham uses the young .American, who is interested in the younger sister,

Bessie, as a voice of protest at the ways of the English and .Americans
and

thus has a moral consciousness which is a flaw in the comedy of

manners.14 This moral is much more apparent than in any of the plays
by the former authors.

13. Somerset W. Maugham, "Our Betters", Representative Modern Dramas,
Charles Huntington Whitman, ed., New York, Macmillan, 1936, pp. 735-736.

14. Sawyer,!!!!, Comedy~ Manners, p. 227.

-12Jiang),••~• next two plays are of English characters.

"The Circle"

portr8.J19 coup].es of two generations; Elizabeth, the wife of .Arnold
Chaap1on~Chena;y, M. P., plans to leave with Edward Luton, a callow youth.

1111ml .Arnold was eight, his mother, Lady Kitty deserted him and his father

io lin ,dth Lord

Porteous without a divorce.

Out of curiosity, Elizabeth

Ila& im'ited the mother and Lord Porteous to visit them while they think

Jrnold'• father is in Europe for a month.

A few speeches between Elizabeth

and Arnold will give the flavor of their dialogue.
Arnold: •My dear, I •ve been hunting for you everywhere.
you been doing?

!!!!!

Elizabeth:

Nothing!

.Arnolds

Father's here.

My

Elizabeth:
.Arnold:

Arnold:

I've been standing on my head •

(Startled) Where?

At the cottage.

Elizabeth:

What

He arrived Ja st night.

Damn.

( good naturedly)

I wish you wouldn't say that, Elizabeth.

Elizabeth: If you •re not going to say 0 damn11 when a thing's
damnable, when are you going to say "Damn"?
.Arnold: I should have thought you could say,
something like that.

8

0h bother" or

Elizabeth: But that wouldn't express my sentiments. Besides
at that speech day when you were giving away the prizes, you
said there were no synonyms in the English language.
Arnold: I •m always willing to stand by anything I •ve said.
There!!! no synon,-s in the English language.
Elizabeth: In that case I shall be regrettably forced to
continua to say •daJnn• whenever I feel like it. 0 15

15.

-

Ibid., p. 6.

-13BnA the use of "damnn was not allowed in former playa.16

Unlike

a.noration characters, the hero is very moral an:i. considers doing
nothing but the proper thing even with his wife ready to leave him.
Jlia wife later, am his mother formerly, and his father at the present

are·ian,oral.
tillaa.

But there is not the lewdness on the stage of the former

Neither Sheridan nor Wilde have the almost degenerate characters

which are found in these two plays.

All of the time the conversation is

en a vitty plane.
In the "Constant Wife" John Middleton M. D. and his wife, Constance,
baTe been. arr.Led for fifteen years.

She is avoiding listening to her

tr.Lends and relatives tell her about the affair John is having with her

beat friend, Marie-Louise, wife of a wealthy money maker.

Finally the

atory comes out with many people in the room. Constance managed to keep
Marie-Louise's husband from discovering the situation.

Now John is

afraid and is tired of silly Marie-Louise and wishes to stop the affair.

Be is talking to Constance.
John: 11 I don't want to be unkind, but after an, circU111Stances
have forced a break upon us, and I think we had better look
upon it as permanent.
Constance: Of course you must please yourself.
John: I'm not thinking or myself, Constance. I'm thinking
chiefly of you. I could never look you in the :race again
if everything between us were not definitely finished.
Constance: I should hate you to lose such a harmless and
inexpensive pleasure.
John: Of course it'll be painful, but if one's :mind is
made up to do a thing I think it I s much better to do it
quickly.

16.

Cordell,'!_. Somerset Maugham, p. 235.

-14Constance: I think you are quite right. I 1 11 tell you what
I'll do, as soon as Marie-Louise co•• I'll make an excuse
and leave you alone with her.
John:

That wasn't exactly

Constance:

my

idea.

Oh?

John: It's the kind of thing that a woman can do so much
better than a man. It struck me that it would come better
.trOlll you than from .me.
Constance:

Oh, did it?

John: It's a little awkward for me, but it would be quite
easy for you to say - well, you know the sort ot thing, that
you have your self-respect to think of, and to cut a long story
short, she must either give me up or you'll raise hell.
Constance: But you know what a soft heart I have. If she
bursts into tears and says she can't live without you I shall
feel so sorry for her that I shall say, "Well, damn it all,
keep him."
John:

You wouldn't do me a dirty trick like that, Constance.

Constance:
in life.

You kno-w that your happiDSss is my chief concern

John: (after a mo•nt's hesitation) Constance, I will be
perfectly frank with you, I'm fed up with Marie-Louise.
Constance:

Darling, why didn't you say that at once?

John: Be a sport, Constance. You
of a thing ODS can say to a woman.

know

that's not the kind

Constance: I admit it'• not the kind of thing she's apt to
take very well.
John: Women are fUIU1y. WhErl they're tired of you they tell
you so without a moment's hesitation and i f you don't like
it you can lump it. But i f you're tired of them you're a
brute and a beast and boiling oil's too good for you.
Constance:

Very well, leave it to me.

I'll do it.

John: You're a perfect brick. But you'll let her down
gently, won't you? I wouldn't hurt her feelings for the
world. She's a nice little thing, Constance.

-15Constance:
John:

Sweet.

And it's hard luck on her.

Constance:

Rotten.

John: Make her understand I'm more sinned against than sinning.
I don't want her to think too badly of me.
Constance:
John:

Of course not.

But be sure it I s quite definite.

Constance:

Leave it to me.

John: You're a ripper, Constance.
want a better wif'e .17

By George, no man could

This is an excellent example of' Maugham's witty dialogue without any

aotion, and, the reader is left to enjoy the play without any feeling
of shock when Constance, who has been the constant wife, thinks that
aJaa can have six weeks living with a ·man who has loved her f'or fifteen

years and has never married because of his love f'or her.
Thus differences in the witty couples in the various periods are
quite obvious.

In the Restoration, they were all of the nobility and

in London society.

Generally the hero was admired by the women even

though he might be such a rake that many tiaas the wi'Y8s and daughters
wre guarded to keep them from him.

Sheridan's heroes were morally

honorable in the plays as were those in 1iilde 's and in Maugham's "Lady
Frederick•.

Only the last three plays show de liberate inconstancy of

the wives, and there is no talk of honour or of trying to conceal it.

In al1 of' the selections, there is wit and lightness with no emotion such

17. W. Somerset Maugham, The Constant~, Garden City, N. Y., 1952,
pp. 69, 70.

u anger or jealousy or hurt feelings. With all of the different types of
ld.tcty couples the dialogue has been brilliant without much sentillent or
auch moralizing.

Character parts were prevalent in these plays.

an, sometimes, women.

Sometimes they were

In the Restoration plays, Sir Fopling Flutter was

tamu; this one ia a description of him given by

young Bellair, Mr. Medley,

and Mr. Dorillant.

Bellair:
Dorillantt

"He thinks himself the pattern of modern gallantry.
He is indeed the pattern of modern foppery.

Bellair: He was yesterday at the play with a pair of gloves
up to his elbows and a periwig more exactly curled than a
lady's head dressed for a ball.
Bellair:

What a pretty lisp he has 1

Dorimant: Hol That he affects in imitation of the people
quality in France.

or

Medley: His head stands for the most part on one side, and
his looks are more languishing than a lady's when she lolls
at a stretch in her coach or leans her head carelessly
against the side or a box in the playhouse.
Dorimant:

He is a person indeed of great acquired follies.

Medley: He is like many others, beholding to his education
for making hill so eminent a coxco:mbJ many a fool had been
lost to the world had their indulgent pareniis wisely bestowed
neither learning nor good breeding on •em..

Bellair: He has already been, as the sparkish word is, brisk
upon the ladies already.nl8

18. Ev'eryma.n•s Library, Restoration Plays, p. 444.

-17JD4 Sir Fopling in "The Man of Mode" in his foppishness shows the

rreaall.influence on London Society. Neither his foppishness nor
ot)Ulr
,4_

traits shown in the following examples are used in later comedy

uuners plays.

Another Restoration character is Lady Wishfort, an

•old too111 looking for love, in Congreve's "~ay of the World". A servant
diagllised as a lord is to come to woo her, and she is trying to choose

tbt beat •thod by which she might imprese him.

Wishfort1 "Ilell, and ho" shall I receive him..
figure shall I give his heart the first impression.

In what
There
is a great deal in the first impression. Shall I sit: no,
I won't sit - I'll walk - ay, I'll walk from the door upon
his entrance; then I'll turn full upon him - no, that is too
sudden. I'll lye down - I'll receive hill in my little dressing
room, there'• a couch - yes, I'll give the first impression on
a couch. I won't lye neither, but loll and lean upon one
elbow; with one foot a little dangling off, jogging in a
thoughtful way - yes - and then as soon as he appears, start,
ay start and be surprised, and rise to meet him in a pretty
disorder O yes - O nothing is more alluring than a levee
from a couch in some confusion - it shows the foot to advantage,
and furnished vi.th blushes, and re-composing airs beyond COlllparison.19
Lady

These two characters show in exaggerated fashion the affectations and the
connntions of the time.

They are both in the action of the play.

In Sheridan's plays two character parts are Mrs. Candour in "The

School for Scandal• and Mrs. Malaprop in "'!he Rivals".

Mrs. Candour is

tbe gossip who is carrying the scandal, and in this selection is talking

to Maria, the young woman in love.

19. ~ . , p. 2o8.

-18Mrs. candour:

"Oh, Maria, child, what is the whole attair
off between you and Charles? His extravagance, I presume-the whole town is talking of nothing else. There's no
stopping people's tongues. I l:nm I was hurt to hear it,
but what's to be done? People will talk there's no preventing
it. Vhy, it was but yesterday I was told that that Miss Gad.abo11t had eloped with Sir Filigree Flirt. But, Lord! There's
no Jlinding what one hears; though to be sure, I had this from
very good authority.n20
Th.en Mrs.

Malaprop was described by Julia as "With her select words so

1apn1oual.7 miaapplied without being mispronounced."

Both of these women

an 11111orous only in their talk rather than in both their talk and actions

u 1n

the Restoration plays.

A

minor part is given to two character parts

in the •Importance of Being Earnest"; these are or the professional rather
thaD. the socia1 group.

Miss Prism, the governess, who is looking tor a

lnlabaad, and the pompous Rev. Chasuble offer some comedy when she tries to
pernade hilll that he should marry.

Kiss PriS11: "You are too much alone, dear Dr. Chasuble. You
should get married. A misanthrope I can understand - womanthrope, never!

Chasuble& Believe me I do not deserve so neologistic a phrase.
The precept as well as the practice of the Primitive church
was distinctly against matrimony.
Miss Prism:

That is obviously the reason why the Primitive
church has not lasted llP to the present day, and you do not
seem to realise, dear Doctor, that by persistently remaining
single, a man converts himself into a permanent public
temptation. Men should be careful; this very celibacy leads
weaker vessels astray."21
Alao the longer unusual words of these professional persons lend themselves
to COJll!ldy and their characterization.

20.

Oscar lfilde, The Importance of Being Earnest, The Progress of Drama
t.hroUf0: the Centuries, Stauf'Ter, p. 434.
- -

21.

Oscar Wilde, Importance of Being Earnest, Representative Modern Dr&Illas,
Whitman, p.

ssr.
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-19Maugham's character parts are really outside society either as

aocial climbers or as ones who have fallen from society.

These people

baTe good qualities but do not quite have the requirements for acceptance

'b7 societ:r. The author does not call for any sympathy from the reader.
Lady' Frederick who is facing bankruptcy has, in one day, four proposals,
0118

of which is by a Captain Montgomery,who thinks he has placed her in

his power through her indebtedness.
Captain.

Lady Frederick has just met the

He is nalthr, his mother was English; and his father, a Jew,

_. born poor but amassed a fortune.

In Captain Montgomery, who hopes

b:, marrying Lady Frederick to be accepted by society, the author shows the

1oeial climber in an exaggerated fashion.
\bat they do not know each other.

*-

Lady Frederick is remonstrating

These are some of the speeches which

his utter lack of understanding that a Lady of London society would

mt consider his wealth of paramount illportance.
11

I have a very nice house in Portman Square.

And I'm

tb:lnk:lng of going into Parliament in the next election.
Lady Frederick, although I've been in service I have a

good head for business, and I hate beating about the
bush. I wanted to ask you to marry 1118. lie could spend
the beginning of our married life so usefully in making
one another's acquaintance.n22
Ha completely misunderstands society and the lack of value that these people

place on money.

A person of another race has been used

in the character part.

In •0ur Betters• the Duchess is divorced from a French Duke.

She can

laugh. at herself and sometimes does not take herself very seriously.

one elae in all of the plays is like her.

No

She has a succession of lovers

vho were attracti'Ye men, much younger than herself, and whom she supports.

22.

Maugham, Lady Frederick, p. 163.

-20She -1s in love with each one of them as they enter and leave her life, but

ab8 doesn't dare marry any of them because then she would lose control of

the.m.

A picture is given in two of her speeches in which she mocks herself.

•If I didn't take exercise I should be enormous. Oh, Flora,
how I envy you! You can eat anything you choose and it has
no effect on you. And what makes it so unfair is that you
don't care about food. I am a lazy and a greedy woman. I
never eat any of the things I like, and I never miss a day
without taking an hour's exercise.
Pearl: One of these days you'll give up the struggle,
Minnie, and like Flora, take to good work.
Duchess: Never, I shall lie on my death-bed with my hair
waved and a little rouge on my cheeks, and with my last
breath murmur, Not gruel, it's too fattening."23
1'hia shows the very modern touch of watching the waist line.

The Restora-

tion woman would have been horrified at the Duchess, who supported a man;
the women were dependent upon the men then.

In "The Circle" Lord Porteous with his false teeth and rheumatism and

shallow Lady Kitty with her lipstick and dependence upon little things during
these years of scandal after leaving her son and husband, have returned to
th& &ceDe of her early married years, and she is seeing her son and husband

tor t.b.e first time in more than twenty years.

This is almost more domestic

eomedy than comedy of manners.
Lord Porteoust
fortable.

These new teeth of mine are so damned uncom-

Lady Kitty: Men are so extraordinary. They can't stand the
smallest discomfort. "lfhy, a woman's life is uncomfortable
from the moment she gets up in the morning till the moment
she goes to bed at night. And d 'you think it's comfortable
to sleep with a mask on your face?

23. Maugham, "Our Betters", Representative Modern Dramas, Whitman, p. 736.

-21Lord Porteous:

They don't seem to hold up properly.

Lady Ki tty: IIell, that's not the fa ult of the teeth.
the fault of your gums.
Lord Porteousz

Damned

That's

rotten dentist, that's what.

'lhe lip stick is essential to this woman, Lady Kitty.
Elizabetlu

Would you like to see your room?

Lord Porteousz
ady Kitty:

I must powder m.y nose, Hughie.

Lord Porteous:
Lady Kitty:

We can see our rooms after luncheon.

Powder it down here.

I never saw anyone so inconsiderate.

IAl>rd Porteous:

You 1 11 keep us waiting half an hour.

I know you.

ady Kitty: (fumbling in her handbag) Oh, well, peace at any
price, as Lord Beaconsfield said.
Lord Porteous, He said a lot of damned silly things, but he
never said that.
Lady Kitty:
Elizabeth:
ady Kitty:
Elizabethz

Oh.

'ihat I s the matter?
(with anguish)

My lip-stick.

Can't you find it?

Lady Kitty: I had it in the car, Hughie, you remember that I
had it in the car.
Lord Porteoua:

I don't remember anvthing about it.

Lady Kitty: Don't be stupid, Hughie. ilhy, when we came
through the gates, I said, my home, my home! and I took it
out and put so~e on my lips. I'm absolutely lost without
my lip-stick.24

2h..

Maugham, "'!be Circle", Modern American~ British Pla:y:s, Tucker, p. 13.
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The make-up in this time is quite casual compared with that of Restoration
and is put on in public without the rites of Lady Vishfort and those women.
Mortimer Durham, who is trying to make a million and talks about it
all the time, and his empty headed wife, Marie-Louise, who thinks an affair
with a married man is a mere trifle, are the character parts in the "Constant
~ife•.

He has found John's cigarette case under his wife's pillow, and is

now accusing her before others.

Constance to save the situation asks for

his proofs and twists his answers so that he appears ridiculous.
Mortimer: My proofs? llhat d 1 you mean? The cigarette case.
\ilhen I found the cigarette case I naturally put two and two
together.
Constance: (with flashing eyes)
did you not make them five?
Mortimer:

I quite understand, but why

It isn't possible that I should have made a mistake.

Constance: Even the richest of us may err. I remember when
Mr. Pierpont Morgan died, he was found to own seven million
dollars of worthless securities. 11 25
In this play the man who is busy making money is made the fool; he is not
acquainted with the ways of society.

Thus an outsider is used rather

than a member of the high society, which is a change from the Restoration
period.
The servants were more important in the Restoration plays than in the
later ones and often were used in the intrigue.

Sometimes the French and

English maids helped their mistresses as Foible did in helping Waitwell, as
a Lord, to court Lady k'fishfort.

25.

In "The Rivals• two servants gave the setting

Maugham,.'.!!!!_ Constant Wife, p.

4.3.

-23of the play in clever dialogues in which the man imitated the Lord.

Beginning

with Wilde, the servant could be used as Lane was in a few speeches in the
opening to show the nature of a main character but with very few later appearances.

In Maugham' e Lady Frederick, the servants play the same role as in

Iiilde's; in the three later plays of Maugham's only one even has a name.

So

the servants have assumed a minor place in later comedy of manners plays.

In the witty dialogue the use of epigrams has changed. Epigrams

in the

Restoration plays could be quoted away from the text and have complete meaning.
They were a feature of the Restoration plays but have dwindled until Maugham's
last plays have Tery few speeches which do not contribute to the progress of
the play.

These are some examples of the epigrams used in various plays.

In Vycerly's play, •The CountryVif'e", in the first scene one long speech
of Horner can be broken into seven statements with complete meaning.
•Doctor, there are quacks in love as well as physic, who get
but the fewer and worse patients for their boasting; a good
name is seldom gotten by giving it ones self, and women, no
more than honor, are com.passed by bragging. Come, come,
Doctor, the wisest lawyer never discovers the merits of his
cause till the trial; the wealthiest man conceals his riches,
and the cunning gamester his play. Shy husbands and keepers,
like old rooks, are not to be cheated but by a new unpracticed
trick: false friendship will pass now no more than false dice
upon 'am, no, not in the city.
He constantly speaks epigramitcally about various subjects but for the most
part about women and lave.26
In "Beaut.Stratagemn, Archer speaks about wealth:
Me_n must not be poor; idleness is the root of all evil; the
world's wide enough, let 'em hustle. Fortune has taken the
weak under her protection, but men of sense are left to their
industry.27

26.

Everyman's Library, Restoration Plays, p.

27.

Ibid., p. 318.

95.

-24In "The School for Scandal", Sir Peter says to Lady Sneerwell,
"· •• True wit is more nearly allied to good nature than your
ladyship is aware of."28
An epigram from :'iilde has Gwendolyn say,

"In matters of grave importance, style, not sincerity, is the
vital thing. 11 29
In Maugham's last three plays very few speeches can be taken from the context,
but the earlier play, "Lady Frederick" has many epigrams; such as, "Women's
hearts are like old china, none the worse for a break or two.
so transparent as the person who thinks himself devilish deep.
maid, and let who will be clever.

There's no one
Be good, sweet

The lover who is different is in a much

worse way than the one who protests.nJO
Cordell says of Maugham, "The fact that there are few quotable epigrams
indicates the improvement in the dramatist's comic dialogue.

The repartee

is more brilliant than ever, but it fits the characters and situation and
dims when removed from its context. 11 31
In the portrayal of high society, naturally the foibles of that society
will cause laughter as the plays show these people as others see them, and
the audience can laugh at itself.
in all these plays.

Thia portrayal assumes some form of cynicism

In the comedy of manners plays from the Restoration

through Maugham's plays, the conversations bring out cynical attitudes toward
established customs, institutions, and conventions.

Cynicism with regard to

28.

Sheridan, "School for Scandal", Progress of the Drama Through the
Centuries, Stauffer, p. 443.
- - -

29.

Wilde, "The Importance of Being Earnest", Modern American~ British
Plays, Tucker, p. 294.

30. !!?.!.s!,., p. 294.
31.

Cordell,!• Somerset Maugham, p. 193.

-25love and marriage are the most prominent, but other subjects such as fashions,
government, and religion are ridiculed; but there are changes through the
centuries in the way in which the authors express this cynicism to portray
the changed attitudes of society.
In the first period, in the Seventeenth Century, the Restoration plays
showed the cynical hardness of a society which mocked real love and marriage
although a longing for goodness was sometimes shown in a few characters.

In

the second period, Sheridan, Wilde, and Maugham, in his first play, have a
light touch and show how society had changed from the licentiousness of the
Restoration to a respect for love between husband and wife and between lovers.
In the later plays in the third period, Maugham shows the disillusionment
after World War I in the bitterness of his cynicism.

'!hue

the cynicism of

high society differs in the three periods, and the writers show these differences.
To the men and women of the Restoration, love and marriage were the most
important subjects.

The cynical attitude toward love is rather playfully

expressed in "The Way of the World" by Millamant, one of the more charming
characters of that period.
Ilhy one makes lovers as fast as one pleases, and they live
as long as one pleases, and they die as soon as one pleases
and then if' one pleases one makes more.32
In "The Country-Wife", Horner, the rake who expects to make every attractive
woman his mistress, expresses the cynically hard attitude toward women in
love in these words.

32.

Ibid., p. 188.

-26Your woman of honor as you call 'em are only chary of their
reputations not their persons. And it is scandal they would
avoid, not IIISn.33
Also Sir Fopling in •The Man of Mode• expresses a similar attitude toward
love in the following speech which shows that dress and manners are more
important than constancy in love.
0 Dress well, dance well, genius for love letters, agreeable
voice for the chamber, be very amorous, something discreet,
but not over constant." .34

Also marriage was ridiculed by much of Restoration society.

This attitude

is shown by Mrs. Fainall in "The Vay of the World" in her cynical remarks
about her husband.
He has a humour more prevailing than his curiosity, and
will willingly dispense with the hearing of a scandalous
story to avoid giving an occasion to make another by
being seen to walk with his wife • .3.5

Likewise in the same play this attitude toward marriage is shown in Mirabell's
words.
That were like inquiring after an old fashion to ask a
husband after his wife.36
A very different attitude toward love and marriage was prevalent in

the Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries till World :War I.
Sheridan, '!lilde, and Maugham have a light cynicism in treating the foibles
of society.

Attitudes toward love and marriage had changed trom the lover-

mistress immorality to the love-marriage morality.
lightness as shown by Sheridan.

33.

~-,

34.

Ibid.' p. 88.

p. 93.

35. Ibid., p. 182.
36.

Ibid., p.

187.

Cynicism has assumed a

In "The School for Scandal" although Sir

!

-27William Backbite says, ''Suppose them man and wife, because one seldom sees
them together,37 there wasn't the license of the Restoration as Lady Teazle
reveals 1n her remark that she admits Sir Joseph, "no farther as a lover
than fashion requires.38 One observes the lightness of touch in other
remarks from the play.

Lady Teazle says, "I know that women of fashion in

London are accountable to no one after they are married."39 Sir Peter is
in a rueful mood when he ea.ya • • •

11

.~en an old bachelor marries a young

wife, he deserves--no--the crime carries its punishment with it11 .40 But
the two are really fond of each other and are constant in their marriage.
In "The Importance of Being Earnest" Algernon expresses cynicism when the
servant Lane's views on marriage seem somewhat lax.

"Really if' the lover

orders don't set us a good example, what on earth is the use of them?

They

seem as a class to have absolutely no sense of moral responsibility.n41.

Maugham has the light criticism in "Lady Frederick" ifhen Rose asks, "But won't
Gerald grow very dull if he behaves himself?" And Lady Frederick replies,
"I have no doubt of it.

But dullness is the first requisite of a good husband. 11 42

In the Restoration the ladies and gallants would never have jokingly talked
of lower classes and moral responsib111ty and of faithfullness of husbands and

wives.
In the post war plays, Maugham's cynicism becomes more bitter.

In "Our

Betters• Clay remarks, "Some of these American women are strangely sexless. 11 43

37.

Stauffer, Progress

38.

Ibid., P• 445.

~

Drama, p. 443.

39. Ibid.' p. 439.

40.

Ibid., p. 439.

41. llhitman, Representative Modern Dramas, p. 599.
42. Maugham, Lady Frederick, p. 25.
43. 'ihitman, Re£resentative Modern Dramas, p. 725.
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-28Pearl remarks, "The French think marriage an affair of convenience rather
than sentiment," and she asks,

•no

people who marry for love care any more

for each other in five years than those who married for money'!"

And

the

Duchess says, "Marriage is so middle class; it takes the romance out of
love. 11 44

Then Pearl, the American woman who married an English Lord, expresses

her idea of her husband.
chorus girls.

"I shouldn't mind if he beat me or made love to

I could divorce him then.

Oh,

my

Mine wants .me to live in the

you had a husband grossly unfaithful to you.
country and have a baby every five llinutes.

dear, thank your stars that

I didn't marry an Englishman for

that.n45 Clay's remark about Pearl shows that she is indifferent to her husband:

"In Pearl's house you'll meet every remarkable man in England except

one, that is George Grayston.

And

he's only remarkable because he's her

husband. 11 46 In "The Circle", with the English couples, the wives for two
generations desert the husbands.

And in

the "Constant Wife•, Constance

objects to double standards for men and women.
weeks

As she leaves for her six

Tacation with the former sweetheart, her husband John, who has had the

love affair with Marie-Louise, threatens, that he will not take her back, and
she replies, "I don't see why not. When you've had time to reflect you'll
realize that you have no reason to blame me.
that you want."
Constance:

John:

Attar all, I'a taking nothing

"Are you aware that I can divorce you for this?"

•Quite, But I married very prudently.

I took precaution to marry

a gentleman, and I know that you could never bring yourself to diTorce ae for

.ill2:·'

p.

747.

45. ill2.·'

p.

730.

46. ~-,

p.
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-29doing no more than you did yourself."

And John tells her to come back.47

In this we have a woman who has been constant and was not trying to deceive
her husband but who said that she could see no difference in the same actions
of a man and a woman, and the husband was willing to forgive her for doing
the same thing that he had done.

From the Restoration to Maugham, there is

cynicism about love and marriage, but there is a difference in the feeling.
'Ibe former times made a game of the situation, and morality did not affect
them as much as today.
wrong.

'Ibe people in the later time know that they are

'Ibere is less crudeness in the modern, and there is more openness

about all of the actions.
Other subjects than love and marriage were attacked in the comedy of
manners plays.

Some of them that w.i.11 be shown are:

the country, clothes,

prudery, American, English, government, work, and religion.
was to be tolerated by the Restoration people.

Only London

Men took their wives to

the country to hide them from gallants, and the country was a prison.
Lady Bracknoell in "The Importance of Being Earnest" gives this advice.
"Never speak disrespectfully of society, Algernon.
get into it do that. 11 48

Only people who can't

Then she is talking to Cecily, the country girl.

"Pretty child, your dress is sadly simple, and your hair seems almost as
nature might have left it.

But we can soon alter all that.

A thoroughly

experienced French maid produced a really marvelous result in a very brief
space of time.

I remember recommending one to young Lady Lancing, and after

three months her own husband did not know her. 11

47.

Maugham, Constant ~ife, Garden City, p. 93.

48.

,W/hitman, Representative Modern Dramas, p. 296.

-30Jack:

(aside)

"And after six months, no one knew her. n49

Miss Prism's narrowness and prudery is ridiculed when she is assigning a
lesson to Cecily and states:
omit.

"The chapter on the fall on the Rupee you may

It is somewhat too sensational.

Even these metallic problems have

their melodramatic side. 11 50 Maugham's attacks are on a wider range of subjects.
Some of the Americans in London were ashamed to be known as Americans.

The

Duchess said that she was not American; She was French because there was no
trace of American in her accent.

Clay, an American, reckons success by the

nwnber of invitations he has gotten.
party go; therefore he is welcome.

He has high spirits and can make a
Then the English accept the Americans

if' they have wit, looks, or a bank account.

Fleming, the young American,

was ridiculed because he wanted to go sight seeing.

He was told not to use

his letters of introduction because he would meet the wrong kind of people
whom he would have to cut later.
are rude.

This advice was given:

They can afford to be."

about work and the

0 overnment.

her lover, should have a job.

"The right people

Cynical statements were made by Maugham

Pearl suggests to the Duchess that Tony,
Pearl asks:

What can he do?
Duchess:
Pearl:

Anything.

Does he know French or German?

Duchess:
Pearl:

And as you know he's very good looking.

No, he has no gift for languages.
Can he type and write short.hand?

49. ~ - , p. 296.

50. Ibid., p. 583.

-31Oh, no, poor dear, you can hardly expect that.

Duchess:
Pearl:

Can he do accounts?

Duchess:

No, he has no head for figures.

Pearl: ~ell, the only thing I can see that he'd do for is a
government office.
Duchess: Oh, my dear, if you could manage that. You can't
think what a com.fort it would be for me to know that he
couldn't get into mischief at least from ten to four every day.n51
Lady Frederick said to the Admiral: "It appears to be a very delightful pastime to govern the British nation, dignified
without being laborous.n52
And Young Mereston promises when he is in Parliament "No one shall
listen to my speech without falling asleep. 0 53
This cynicism is also shown by Lady Frederick when she speaks about men with
religious pretensions:

•I•ve often noticed that the religious temperament

is very susceptable to my sex. 11 54 Not only have the subjects for cynical
attack changed, but the spokesmen are more often women in the later times.
Intrigue which was so important in the Restoration plays became less
important and seems more often to be personal trickery in later times.
In the early ones two or more principals and one. or more servants might
be involved against one person.

Mirabell contrived a plot for Millamant

to get her share of the estate.

Two servants were used, and the pretent-

ious scheme of having a servant dressed as a lord to make love to Lady
'iiishfort was planned.

51.

Ibid., p. 727.

52. Ibid.,
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In the "School for Scandal" Joseph Surface plots

-32against his uncle who has been in India.

The ''Importance of Being

Earnest" shows each young man inventing fictitious persons to give them
excuses for getting away from home.

Jack has a profligate brother; and

Algernon has a friend Bunbury, and he goes Bunburying as Jack calls it.
Lady Frederick is the target of a small conspiracy planned by the Uncle
and mother of young Mereston.

Pearl works alone or infrequently combines

with one other person to get her desires.

In "The Circle", Arnold listens

to his father's advice in forming a plan to try to prevent Elizabeth deserting
him, but that is a very short part in the play.

Mortimer, in "The Constant

ilife 11 , has unexpected intrigue by everyone in the room against him, but that
intrigue was a matter of a few minutes with no previous planning, and again
was managed cleverly by the woman, Constance.

Thus intrigue, which held

such an important place in Restoration drama, has been almost eliminated by
Maugham.
Through the delineation of character with witty couples, character parts,
minor characters and servants, the comedy of manners follows certain set
patterns but varies with the changes in the life, thought, and manners of the
upper class of society in the different periods of time.

These changes in

interests and ideas of high society are shown by the gallants and the mistresses
of the Restoration, by the clever young men and women of ~ilde, and by the
dominating women of Maugham's plays.

All of these plays depend more upon witty

dialogue than action; but differences are to be found.

In some of the Restora-

tion plays a great many speeches were epigramatic, but Maugham has very few in
his later plays.

Cynicism is always present, but it reflects changing society

-33by including more subjects than just love and marriage of the earlier
plays.

Intrigue has descended from a major place in the Restoration

to a very minor place in Maugham.

These are a few of the differences

to be found in the history of the comedy of manners.
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